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The CRISIS of the FIRSTFRUITS is NOW!

See: pentecostnation.wordpress.com/the-crisis/
QUESTION: Does the name "COVID-19" unwittingly convey a spiritual message that we should not be
ignoring?
COV = COVENANT
ID = IDENTITY
19 = FAITH

Read Malachi 4:4-6
It is very significant that the very last verses of the Old Testament point to SOMETHING BIG happening
BEFORE "the great and terrible day of the Lord" (Holyday 4).
A Messenger will be sent who will restore FAITH in the COVENANT and the IDENTITY of "all Israel".
This Message from this Messenger will be confirmed when HOLYDAY 2, the "Desert Miracle", occurs "in
Jacob" (Ps 99.4).
Has God orchestrated this time of crisis with the removal of all this world's commerce and entertainment in
order to get our attention, so that we can hear this Message?
The FIRST FRUITS need FAITH to know WHO THEY ARE, what the COVENANT demands of them, and the
IDENTITY of descendants of Jacob (The CAUCASIANS) so that they can gather in their land when its desert is
miraculously transformed (Isa 55:13)!
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1 Pet 2:9-10
Rev 5:9-10

But WHY is The CRISIS happening NOW?
Notice it is happening just before PASSOVER and the Spring Holydays.
Is The CRISIS happening NOW because HOLYDAY 2 is going to be fulfilled THIS SPRING, on the Sabbath
before PENTECOST?
Certainly, if Satan is suspecting this to happen THIS SPRING, he would definitely be ramping up his efforts to
thwart this, especially to create such a worldwide crisis that it would completely shutdown international travel so
that the FIRST FRUITS would not be able to gather to the place where HOLYDAY 2 is fulfilled in North
America.
Since we know that God's Plan cannot be thwarted, we should therefore feel very confident that The CRISIS we
are having now will surely be resolved.
See: God's Holyday Calendar this year
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